Abstract. We consider the notion of a "stationary structure," defined by Petrykowski in [Pet]. A structure is stationary if any function definable in an elementary extension is bounded by some function definable in the original structure. We answer a question he posed by showing that all o-minimal structures are stationary.
In [Pet] , Definition 3.3 states: Definition 1. We call an o-minimal structure (M, <, . . .) stationary if for every elementary extension N of M and N -definable function f : N → N there exists an M -definable function g : N → N such that f (x) ≤ g(x) for all sufficiently large x ∈ N . [Pet] shows that when a structure expanding a group is stationary, an analysis of its types becomes easier -in particular, certain "weak generic" types are more easily identified. The concept of a stationary structure also bears on growth rates for functions definable in o-minimal structures. [MS98] and [Mil96] give strong bounds on the growth rates of functions definable in o-minimal structures extending groups and fields, respectively. If such a structure is stationary, then the bound is actually uniform on all elementary extensions of the structure. [Pet] states that no examples are known of non-stationary o-minimal structures expanding an ordered group. In fact, the following is true.
Theorem 2. If M is an o-minimal structure then M is stationary.
This theorem establishes that growth rates are uniform for o-minimal structures. In particular, it is not possible to take an elementary expansion of an o-minimal structure in which exponentiation can be defined if the original structure was power bounded, or in which multiplication can be defined if the original structure was linearly bounded, etc.
The proof of the theorem uses some results from [Mar86] and [Dol04] , which we reproduce here. We work throughout in an o-minimal theory, T . All our structures are assumed to be embedded in an ambient monster model, which our sets are all subsets of.
We say that p(x) is a cut over A if and only if for any a ∈ A, if a < x ∈ p(x), then there is a b ∈ A such that a < b and b < x ∈ p(x), and similarly if a > x ∈ p(x). As well, the formulas y < x and y > x are represented in p(x). The non-principal type p is a noncut if and only if it is not a cut.
It is easy to see that if p(x) is a noncut, then there are four possibilities: there is a c ∈ A such that a < x ∈ p(x) if and only a ≤ c; the reverse: there is a c ∈ A such that x < a ∈ p(x) if and only if c ≤ a; x > a for all a ∈ A; or the reverse: x < a for all a ∈ A. In the first two cases, we say that p is a noncut near c. In the last two cases, we say that p is a noncut near ±∞ (with positive sign in the third case, and negative in the fourth). Note that if M is a model and p ∈ S 1 (M ) is a noncut, then p is definable over M with a single definable extension to any set containing M . We freely use results about o-minimal theories which may be found in [vdD98] . In particular, given a definable function f , we can definably partition f 's domain into cells so that on each cell f is continuous and monotonic with respect to each coordinate (Exercise 2.19.2 of [vdD98] ). Now we are ready to prove the theorem for functions depending on one parameter. It will be an easy step from there to the full theorem.
Lemma 5. If M is an o-minimal structure, then for any N ≻ M , M -definable function f (x, y), and a ∈ N , there exists an M -definable g(x) such that for sufficiently large y, f (a, y) ≤ g(y).
Proof. Fix N , f , and a satisfying the conditions of the lemma. First, note that if f (−, y) is constant at a for sufficiently large y, then the lemma is trivial, so we may assume not. We suppose f (a, y) > h(y) for every M -definable h and sufficiently large y and prove the lemma, yielding a contradiction. For notation, let p ∈ S 1 (M ) be the noncut near ∞, namely the type generated by {x > c | c ∈ M }. We can use cell decomposition and assume that f is monotone in x and increasing in y on its two-dimensional domain cell, C, which we can assume is defined by { x, y | x ∈ (c 1 , c 2 ) ∧ y > k(x)}, for some M -definable function k and c 1 , c 2 ∈ M ∪ {±∞} (with c 1 < a < c 2 ).
Claim 6. tp(a/M ) and p are interdefinable.
Proof. Since f (a, y) > h(y) for every M -definable h and sufficiently large y, we know that for c |= p,p = tp(f (a, c)/M c) is the definable extension of p to M c. That is,p is still the noncut near infinity. Since f (−, c) maps a to a point satisfyingp, we know that tp(a/M c) is a noncut, by Lemma 4. If tp(a/M ) were a cut, tp(a/M c) would still be a cut (since tp(c/M ) is a noncut, and using Lemma 4 again), so tp(a/M ) is a noncut. WLOG, say a is a noncut near c 1 ∈ M ∪ {−∞}. As c 1 < a < c 2 , and M ≺ N , we know that there is e ∈ M with c 1 < a < e < c 2 . It is then clear that, for sufficiently large y, f (−, y) is decreasing, else f (e, y) > f (a, y), since f (−, y) is monotone.
If k(a) |= p, then k witnesses the interdefinability of tp(a) and p. Thus, we can assume that k(x) < m ∈ tp(a/M ), for some m ∈ M . Then, shrinking c 2 if necessary, we may also assume that m ≥ sup{h(x) | x ∈ (c 1 , c 2 )}. Now consider the formula ϕ(y) := ∀z∃x ∈ (c 1 , c 2 )(f (x, y) > z). Assume that, for sufficiently large y, ϕ(y) does not hold. Then, for each sufficiently large y, the set {f (x, y) | x ∈ (c 1 , c 2 )} has a right endpoint, since it is bounded on the right. Let z(y) be this (uniformly M ydefinable) endpoint. But then z(y) contradicts our assumption that no M -definable function is greater than or equal to f (a, y) for sufficiently large y. Thus, ϕ(y) does hold for sufficiently large y. We can then can fix y 0 > m in M such that ϕ(y 0 ) holds, and we have an M -definable map, f (−, y 0 ). Now we show f (a, y 0 ) |= p. For any e ∈ M , we can find d ∈ (c 1 , c 2 ) ∩ M such that f (d, y 0 ) > e, by ϕ. Since d > a (else a would not be a noncut near c 1 ) and f (−, y 0 ) is decreasing, f (a, y 0 ) > f (d, y 0 ) > e. Thus, f (a, y 0 ) |= p, and so we have an M -definable map between tp(a/M ) and p.
Now the lemma follows easily. We can assume a |= p, by the claim. It is then clear that f must be increasing in both coordinates. We then have C defined by { x, y | x > c 1 ∧ y > k(x)}. Let H(y) = {w | y, w ∈ C}. We would like to choose an M -definable representative of H(y) for each y, but T may not have Skolem functions. However, we can do so in any case. Since f (a, y) > k(y) for sufficiently large y, we can increase c 1 and assume that for any x > c 1 and sufficiently large y, f (x, y) > k(y). Fix e ∈ M with e > c 1 . Note that, for sufficiently large y, f (e, y) ∈ H(y) since k(y) gives the lower bound of H(y) and, for sufficiently large y, f (e, y) > k(y). Then, if y > a, (y, f (e, y)) ∈ C (a is certainly "sufficiently large" for e since tp(a/M ) = p). Thus, f (a, y) < f (y, f (e, y)), since f is increasing in both coordinates. This latter function is M -definable, so we have achieved a contradiction, and proven the lemma.
Corollary 7. The statement of Lemma 5 holds forā a finite tuple.
Proof. We go by induction on n = lh(ā), withā = (a 1 , . . . , a n ). The case n = 1 is Lemma 5. For n = k + 1, we can take M ′ = Pr(M ∪ {a 1 , . . . , a k }) (the prime model containing these elements: this prime model exists by Theorem 5.1 in [PS86] ). Then, by Lemma 5, f (ā, y) is bounded by some g(y), where g is M ′ -definable. Let g(y) = g ′ (a 1 , . . . , a k , y), where g ′ is M -definable. Then, by induction, g(y) is bounded by some M -definable h(y) for sufficiently large y, and so we are done.
Since the corollary directly implies the theorem, the theorem is proved.
